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      Black
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                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.
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                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.
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                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.
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                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.
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                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.
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                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Headrest / White
        
      
      
                    +£15.00

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Headrest / Red
        
      
      
                    +£15.00

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Headrest / Blue
        
      
      
                    +£15.00

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Lumbar / Black
        
      
      
                    +£20.00

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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          +£19.95 
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                    XL PU Caster Wheels
      
                    +£19.95

                    
                      
                      Quick and easy to install, these Extra-large Caster Wheels let you sit higher and better than ever before. The PU rubber coating is durable and friendly to most surfaces.
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                    Floor Pad Black
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.

                      120cm x 95cm
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                    Floor Pad Blue
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.

                      120cm x 95cm
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                    Floor Pad Red
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.

                      120cm x 95cm
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                    Floor Pad White
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.

                      120cm x 95cm
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      Floor Pad Purple
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                    Floor Pad Purple
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.

                      120cm x 95cm
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                    Mouse Mats XXL / Black
      
                    +£24.95

                    
                       
                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats XXL / Red
      
                    +£24.95

                    
                       
                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats XXL / Blue
      
                    +£24.95

                    
                       
                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats XXL / White
      
                    +£24.95

                    
                       
                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats M / Black
      
                    +£19.95

                    
                       
                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!

                      39.5cm x 32cm
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                    Mouse Mats M / Red
      
                    +£19.95

                    
                       
                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats M / Blue
      
                    +£19.95

                    
                       
                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats M / White
      
                    +£19.95

                    
                       
                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats M / Purple
      
                    +£19.95

                    
                       
                      

















Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is the leading choice for gamers across the world. Making the most of our state-of-the-art materials, our mouse mat gives you the optimal surface to perfect your game.

 

Our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. All our mouse mats feature stitched edges, which prevents the mouse pad from fraying. Our Mouse mats are also machine washable to make it easy for you to take care of

Available in two sizes and four different coloured trims to fit your setup perfectly. 
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           Description
            
  


          
          
            
               
               With a focus on sleek, minimalist aesthetics and premium materials it’s easy to see how our Element series breathes new life into our range of products.

Taking all the most loved features from our existing chairs and adding some new sought-after design changes we’ve developed a gaming chair for the next generation.

Protected by our improved reinforced PVC material with suede accented wings. Durable, stylish and most of all, comfortable.

Featuring a velour covered extra-large memory foam lumbar support and an ergonomically designed neck cushion. The Element series is designed to keep you comfortable for long periods of time.

Whether it’s for work or play, you deserve to be in your element.

Read more...

          

        
      
       
     
           Key Features
            
  


          
          
            
               	State of the Art Ergonomic Design
	Sleek, Minimalistic aesthetic
	Signature Reinforced PVC Leather with suede wings
	Comfortable and durable cold moulded foam interior
	Luxurious memory foam lumbar support
	Includes comfortable velour pillow set
	Full Height control and rocking function
	150kg maximum recommended weight



            

          
 
     
       
       
           Optional Accessories
            
  


          
          
            
               	Armrest Pads
	Lockable Caster Wheels
	XL PU Caster Wheels



            

          
 
      
      

  
  
   Dimension
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[image: GT Omega Element Series Gaming Chair]







[image: GT Omega Element Series Gaming Chair headrest]



MINIMALISTIC BRANDING


We know some people prefer a more understated design. We’ve made our branding on the chairs match the colour of our materials so it can blend in seamlessly with a setup of any colour scheme!













VELOUR HEAD PILLOW & LUMBAR SUPPORT CUSHIONS


The Element Series chairs come packaged with luxurious velour head pillows and lumbar support cushions. The lumbar cushion has been designed with a high-density memory foam core to offer unbeatable comfort and support during long periods of sitting.




[image: GT Omega Element Series gaming chair memory foam lumbar support and headrest cushion with velour fabric]









[image: Gaming chair reclining mechanism]



CHAIR RECLINE


Enjoy incredible, ergonomic support while you relax. Our comfortable backrests recline almost fully to allow you to find the perfect position for any task.













MULTI–FUNCTIONAL TILT LOCKING MECHANISM


The multi–functional tilt mechanism has two control levers with tilt locking positions, giving you full control over the suspension of the chair. The mechanism can be locked while in a tilt position or even be titled in backwards in an upright position giving you the optimum comfort every time you sit down.




[image: Multi-Functional tilt mechanism for gaming and office chairs]









[image: Gaming chair 4D adjustable arm rests]



FOUR DIRECTIONAL ARMRESTS


Offering unmatched adjustability, our 4D armrests are designed to give you the support you deserve. Strong and sturdy with a premium PU coating our armrests will give you long lasting comfort.













FRAMEWORK


Our steel framework is carefully designed to give you maximum comfort and ergonomic support while you sit. The 2MM thick steel tubing is thicker and stronger than the industry standard.




[image: Gaming Chair internal view, sturdy steel frame and cold molded foam cushioning]









[image: Gaming Chair 2mm thick steel tubing with cold molded foam cushioning and reinforced PVC leather material]



NEW AND IMPROVED REINFORCED PVC LEATHER


Utilising our new and improved signature reinforced PVC leather and high grade cold moulded foam, no expense is spared in ensuring our chairs are as comfortable and long–lasting as possible.













FIVE STAR ALUMINIUM BASE


Our five-star aluminium star base provides impeccable stability and strength. Created with a special aluminium mix it’s resistant to corrosion and rust of any kind.




[image: 5 point starbase for gaming and office chairs]









[image: Class 4 hydraulic piston for gaming and office chairs]



CLASS 4 HYDRAULIC PISTONS


The Class 4 Hydraulic Piston is the best in its class for safety, stability and consistency.













CASTER WHEELS


Your chair can glide across the floor with minimal effort with our PU caster wheels. Built to be practical and durable for years of use.




[image: Extra Large PU dual wheel Casters for gaming and office chairs]






	


 


  
    
  







  
    
      
    

  







  
    
  







  
    
  







  
    
  







  
    
  







  
    
  







  
    
  





       Ryan S.
my chair is wonky, i’m not sure if it’s supposed to be like this and just looks funny but i’ve put it together about 3 times and taken it apart all 3 times because it doesn’t look right and the backrest doesn’t sit straight on the seat even when all screwed together

Casper S.
Great chair with a very comfy seating position. I love the look and it matches my RS12 carbon beautifully. Unfortunately a small corner of the plastic on the bottom part of the chair came broken but there’s nothing a bit of gorilla glue can’t fix! Certainly looks the part and despite the broken piece would highly recommend to anyone in the market for a new chair. Once again great value for money.



Peter P.
Good chair

Dan S.
Unreal product, great quality, personally I chose the element series as it needed to look half like an office chair and half ergonomic gaming - and it's absolutely knocked both criteria out the park.

I also had fantastic customer service with a replacement arm part, it was with me with zero hassle in a matter of days.

I would recommend GT Omega to anyone and will be a repeat customer again in the future (I have already bought two chairs).

mark i.
chair went together well and is super comfy

Natalie G.
Brilliant chair, comfy, sturdy and looks boss. 

Luke J.
What a chair I saw that u do big gaming chairs since I’m a bigger person and love the elemental series rly comfortable which I had enough money for another one 

cole s.
The chair when we were first building it had a screw stuck so tight that it took us about an hour to get it off, if that was not the case it would be 5 stars, other than that it is a very nice and comfy chair.

Kyryl Z.
Pretty nice and solid chair. I like it.

Robbie
Super comfy, easy to build, quality materials

Robbie  C.
This is my first chair purchase for myself as since working from home for the last few years I needed a new one due to my old office chair finally biting the dust. My friend has had a GT pro for years and recommended that one over other more expensive chairs. I like the look of the element better than the pro and I've not been disappointed, super comfy, adjustable and quality materials.


Scott H.
Amazing chair! Great quality! Really comfortable.

Francesc A.
good products at good price 

Kenneth C.
Better than expected, great build quality, very nice material and above all comfortable. Previously owned the Pro series which has lasted well, the extra size puts this on a level with the Secret Lab Evo regular at a much more affordable price with little compromise, haven’t used the lumbar support but will come in handy. Can highly recommend. Thank You GTomega. 

nino
im 120k in need of a new hip, bucket seat rubs on my hip making it very sore seeing this chair by GT i had to have its a dream to sit in i even fell asleep in it thank you GT very happy gamer 70 years young nino :)

Mark  D.
So I got this chair for Christmas as a present and I thought it looked really cool and would look great with the set up I have. The chair was easy to build and it does look good but it is not comfy at all, it gives me a bad back most days and I only play 1 hour or 2 gaming, I had a alot cheaper chair which was a lot more comfy but i wanted to upgrade with this, I would say the price is definitely too much for what it is cause it should be about comfort but all and all not bad. 

Jake H.
The chair came damaged when opened on Christmas 

Natalie E.
Very comfortable as a work from home office chair! 

David b.
Fantastic chair great company thank you ! Merry xmas !  

Michelle S.
Great chair 

Alexandru P.
It's been a month and it feels great, really good quality


Ethan W.
The chair is super premium feeling and comfy but not super cringe looking like most gaming chairs. The simple black design almost looks like an office chair besides the arms and I love it as it suits my room nicely without sticking out like a sore thumb. The installation was a bit of a nightmare as trying to line up the bolts straight took about an hour with two people. I also cant find some of the controls for the chair like how to move the arm rest forwards but thats probably my fault as I havent read the instructions.

Marco M.
The best office chair i ever sat in.
And an absolute steal for this price.
Very comfortable and strong.

Mihai V.
Overall I'm happy with the chair.

Conall M.
It’s pretty good for the cost. But without back support pillow when you lean back it’s hollow behind so you can feel plastic click back and forwards.

Shaun G.
Having used the Sports Series chair for 3 years I thought my butt couldn't get more comfy . . . then I got the Element Series! This is by far the comfiest my butt and back has ever been. It's stylish and sleek and the added support cusions are oh so nice! Best. Chair. Ever.

Marek B.
This is is my 3rd Omega chair (one for wife) replacement after 7 years.  Always happy to see products getting better and better. 
Great value for your money. 

Tim S.
It's a great chair to sit in.
I still need to adjust to thé lumbar support.

Anna B.
This chair is beautiful, really well made, high quality, but its extremely uncomfortable. The big pillow supporting lower back is stiff and chunky, leaves you feeling like ure sittin on the edge, sitting without it makes my whole body stiff and achy. also there is no butt support at all, had to buy a seat cushion. neck pillow isnt really adjustable because of the chair shape, therefore had to invest in a travel neck pillow. do not buy this if you want something comfortable for your back... I am constantly agitated that I cant get it comfortable

Reece S.
Great quality and very comfortable 

Jeff B.
For the price, the build quality is fairly poor. One of the arm rests wobbles a bit and makes an annoying rattle sound. It's not the worst thing in the world, but expected better. Customer service said they will look into it.

Kewan
Such an amazing chair, I had a cheapy before and after using this chair for less than 3 days I can already say it’s the best decision I have made 

Georgi C.
Very high quality for the price. Chair feels really comfortable. 

Serge N.
Very nice chair

A M.
Most of these reviews are from when people first receive the chair. However, the poor material quality does not stand the test of time & their support dismissed the issue as ‘wear & tear’ within the warranty period.

GT Omega's "new and improved reinforced PVC leather" has split at both sides of the seat base near the stitching, after only moderate office use over a 130 week period. I weigh about 90kg, so way within the chairs maximum weight tolerance.

The chair is still within the 3 year warranty period. However, the policy is worded in such a way that almost anything can be classed as 'wear & tear'. The upholstery is not covered at all, even if it is a quality related issue.

My support request was met with instant dismissal once GT Omega reviewed the attached photo, claiming this is wear & tear despite the short duration of ownership. Clearly they deem the degradation of their "new and improved reinforced PVC leather" as totally acceptable within 2.5 years.


Ellen C.
Chair is super comfortable and also really friendly for me being i faint alot rather then having to try get on the floor I can just lay the chair back and get myself into a safe position.

Mario P.
it is taking more than 28 days to receive the chair and it still hasn't arrived. The first thing they send me is a feedback message about the chair, when they don't tell me anything about the package. I am very unhappy with the situation since it is not a cheap chair.

Jack E.
Great chair really high quality compared to what I've bought before and definitely built to last.

Dan C.
Chair arrived with a broken plastic cover attached to the seat. I have so far waited 12 days for a replacement but no sign despite chasing on numerous occasions.

The chair itself is good quality. My wife has had the same chair for two years and loves it. Just a shame customer service does not match the quality of the chair

Marek K.
Great chair at a fair price. I have back issues and after sitting for hours in front of my desk I'm still comfortable.  

Chris G.
Great value and quality compared to more expensive rivals. Loads of adjustment and I find it very comfortable. I recently added the memory foam arm supports and these have given even more comfort. Great product at a competitive price

Hunter W.
Love the chair, it is better than the Secret Labs Omega in my opinion. Super comfy, adjustable and stable. 

Marko Z.
I was expecting good chair and this char is beyond my expectations. It looks and it fells excellent. Ty

Angelo P.
Awesome company. Great customer service. Great gaming chair. Well built.   Purchased a element series chair. Purchase the additional package protection from Route. When product arrived. The box was extremely damaged split in the middle 3/4 of the way around. Corners smashed. Tears on the sides. Opened a claim with Route. Sent them pictures of the damage on the box and later of the chair. Bent back brace. They did nothing to help. Slow responses. And denied my claim. Terrible company. Do not use them. Just take people's money. So I contacted GT Omega. Sent pics of damage. And explained the situation. They had the damaged chair picked up and sent a new one out. Awesome customer service. Lawrence Z even credit me the Route package protection (Completely useless service!!!) Very happy with chair. Do not hesitate to buy from them.

Jonathan R.
Love the heavy-duty build quality!  I was worried about cushioning being too firm, but I’ve never had any issues sitting in this chair for multiple hours at a time.  My only small nitpick is there is a little bit of jerkiness when transitioning to a reclined state.

Great chair!

Daniel W.
Been using GT Omega Gaming chairs for nearly 10 years, they are the best quality and amazingly comfortable, the best part is the value for money..

Robert C.
i think its a great seat, my son love it. I bought a GTRacing on 2 years ago and it SUCKED right off the bat, the seat cushion is horrible ass burn!

I should have search better to find you first, which i didnt after I bought the GTRacing... oh well, my son loves his!

Joseph Z.
I love the chair. It's super comfortable and helps provide a long lasting gaming session. My only problem was putting it together. Its like some of the holes weren't properly made so putting the screws in was a lot more work than it needed to be. 

Craig S.
Great service, easy to assemble, 100% would recommend 

Nico K.
Quality chair & nice looking.
Once it was here and tested, I had to reorder one for the gf :)

Nick B.
Fast delivery, easy to setup, very comfortable. 

MJ Z.
Nice chair

Russell K.
So fare the chair is comfy, but it has only been about a month need to wait 1 year to be able to say if I really like of not.

Jakub K.
its honestly better than my old $500 one from 5 years ago, glad to work with your company!

Frank R.
The chair is super comfy and has a premium feel to it.

Donald M.
This is a very comfortable chair for my 6' 2" 200LB frame. I sit it in all day for work as well as game in it. The build quality is high, and I believe it is a good value for the money. The fact that GT ships for free blows my mind. I have a GT omega wheel stand as well, and it shares the same level of quality. Cheers!

MASTER YUEN H L.
Lovely chair! Needed the upgrade as I have started to work from home more often. Comfortable to sit in when working as well as gaming!

Rupert L.
Cracking chair - perfect for work and gaming 

Lee C.
Absolutely wonderful company bought from the twice and The ELEMENT Series Gaming seat is one of the best seats i have ever sat in so much comfort love it 

Renaud C.
The synthetic leather is horrible, I'm hot as soon as I sit on it, it doesn't breathe at all and keeps really warm, I can't use it. I'm really disappointed about the tilt system, I hoped a system like Ikea chairs, not locked and adaptable, which follow movements. I'm also really disappointed because I can't return it cause of the price of shipping from France. Bad experience

Jd F.
Idk

Mickey B.
Well Pleased

Alex S.
I found GT Omega from Hours of searching on google, YouTube and any kind of chair reviews

Anne H.
I bought it for my son as part of his Christmas present. He has built it and is very pleased with the comfort and look of it. He likes the position of the arm rests in relation to his desk top when playing games.

Jordan J.
The chair is a banger most comfortable one I have it’s amazing 

Wayne F.
Very pleased with the product as always. 

Cheryl D.
We purchased multiple chairs for everyone in the office. They're comfortable and supportive and have lots of functions. I was concerned if the look of them would be fitting for an office but they look very stylish. 

Wayne M.
After buying the Element in Nappa Leather for working posture (highly recommended) I got totally fed up with my kids stealing my chair for gaming, so I got them one as well (not leather) now my girlfriend steals it, I see another purchase coming on!

Trevor D.
Really love this chair. Been considering buying a good quality chair for some years as I've gone through so many cheap ones. This one seems really good quality and well made and is super comfortable. I would say I'm a larger than average male i.e. I'm not 12 stone :-) and I feel confident that this chair will last!

Harley R.
Fantastic chair, well worth the money! I can now actually use my PC for more than half an hour at a time with no pain, it's so comfy and I love that it's adjustable.

Daniel H.
I learnt of GT Omega through a content creator BeanBolt. He has the same chair and was talking about it on stream, I was looking for a new chair and I bought it and it's perfect, posture, build everything is amazing. 

James S.
I know its hard to believe that all these reviews are legit, but the chair really is fantastic! No squeak even after 4 weeks, great adjustability and overall a very comfy chair. The head pillow is perhaps a bit dense for my liking but is bound to soften up over time, and the back cushion is a joy to sit against, just a little annoying to have to lift up each time you sit down due to the lack of a strap; you'll certainly get used to seeing it flat on the chair! In the hot weather I have found my legs to get a bit sweaty against the leather which is expected for any chairs in this category. Overall you're getting  really comfy and cosy chair for a lot less than competitors. Enjoy!

Joe B.
Needed a grown up gaming chair for long office hours and this chair doesn’t dissapoint. Easy to assemble, super comfy and very slick looking - I’m very pleased it was worth the outlay.

Dave H.
Ok so i'm not the average gamer, i got a few years on my side and a few 'extra' pounds / kilos but this chair handles all that and more. From the opening of the box it is easy to put together, the instructions are clear and informative. The whole process to put it together took appx 15 minutes alone so no problems there. I have been playing games far to long to admit but this is easily the most comfortable chair i have ever had, its not the cheapest and there are more expensive chairs out there but this does all i need and i can use it with no arms, area size restrictions and a personal preference, but removing them and putting them back, should i need to, would take about 2 minutes. Overall i would reccomend this chair to any and everyone, i dont usually do after purchase reviews but this is such a good product i really needed to. Thank you GTOmega, from one happy gamer.

Tina B.
Quick delivery easy to assemble and very comfortable great quality this is our second chair from this company and will continue to buy from them very reliable and helpful thank you


Renato R.
It is pricey, but I love the fact it looks quite professional on camera when I am having a meeting. Definitely a good purchase, and my boss was the one telling me to buy it

ben C.
Very happy with the chair it is comfy and there is plenty of adjustment. Though I did have to buy the armrest pads as the original ones wernt very soft. 
Couldn't be more happier with the service. Recieved the chair 24 hours after ordering!
Had a little issue with the stitching on the backrest which I brought up with customer service and they were quick to resolve the issue. Would highly recommend this chair and GT Omega

Rebekah C.
Really amazing chair, can sit for hours with no discomfort . 10/10 would recommend

Jack P.
Approximately 4 weeks in and a loud, distracting knock has developed within the rocking function when I slowly change direction from back to front and vice versa. This was not present in the first 3 weeks. I have contacted customer support and after being advised to tighten the bolts on the underside of the chair - despite being perfect the first time - i have now been told there is nothing gt omega can do. I submitted a video with the knocking noise but as it is hard to pick up on the audio gtomega say they can't help. I can only assume it is a faulty rocking mechanism as no other reviews mention this but still no support. I weigh 13 st. The chair would be great if not for this fault. Will buy from another provider in the future due to to lack of support.

Stephen H.
I've never bought a chair like this before so I didn't really have a point of reference when making a decision, I just know I wanted something I could sit in for long hours of gaming & working. Among a few options I had saved tabs for, this was the only one that had subtle branding, which I appreciated & probably guided my decision more than anything else as the other chairs offered very similar features for similar prices. All I can really say beyond that is the chair is great, the options for posture make me feel like I have a comfortable setting for anything I could possibly want to do at my computer. Building it was quite easy & straightforward, even for a fairly skinny guy such as myself. I would absolutely recommend this chair to anyone looking for a recommendation. 

Esme P.
The chair is great - except we have had it since just before Christmas and it makes a loud cracking noise when moving, for the price you really wouldn’t expect that. 

Helen R.
Need customer service please!

Positives: the seat is phenomenal. The leather is so soft and the padding supports my lower back.
Negatives: the back rest is curved forward and I might be too short for it. My neck isn't able to stretch upwards without hitting the curved top of the chair backing.

 I'd like to talk to customer service about this please!! 

About me: I am 5'3 and plus sized woman. I bought this chair with comfort for my lower half in mind. Is there an easy way to replace the chair with one that has the elements wide seat but a back rest that doesn't bend my neck forward? I hope that there is a pickup delivery. 

Derek M.
Really wish I had bought one of these when I started working from home 3 years ago. Super comfy and brilliant for long hours!

Frederick B.
absolutely love the chair, fantastic quality and clearly built to last. very comfortable for long periods of time. 

the only downside (i expect very me specific) i found the included lumbar support cushion could be improved but not essential, some way of keeping it higher on the chair so its always in the right spot like a strap of something would be amazing.

but over all incredibly satisfied with this product and having had a cheaper chair before hand its so worth the extra money.

Joel H.
Good chair, comfy and a lot of options for adjustment to suite your position. Very sleek and stylish also!

John T.
My older GT Omega chair that I had for several years was pretty much about to fall to pieces, I originally wanted to just buy the same model again but found it had been discontued. Thankfully the ELEMENT is quite similar to my old one. 
It's very comfortable and has plenty of room for a larger bloke like myself, I like how the little "wings" that all gaming chairs have now are angled out so they are less likely to dig into your back. The build quality is top notch and quite sturdy which really sets it apart from the other chairs you might find on sites like Amazon.
If I find myself in need of another chair in the future I will be coming back to GT Omega!

Lynn F.
No other chair like it for comfort, style, and practicality 

Katrina C.
Son loves it - used as a work and gaming chair. Be aware, SO comfortable and reclines well - you can fall asleep - perhaps too easily!

ANDRZEJ  .
Excellent ! 

Matt N.
I've been working from home for a long time and spend a lot of time in my office, my old chair was starting to get old and make my back worse.  

After reading the reviews for this chair I thought I would give it a go, I have not been disappointed.  It is so comfy, has great lumbar support and so adjustable.  

If you are looking for a super comfy, adjustable and beautifully crafted chair then look no further.

richard T.
Excellent chair. I cant believe I have taken this long to buy the chair my ass deserves. No longer shuffling about trying to get comfortable or getting dead legs when sitting for a long time. Excellent for gaming and work. I can forsee myself spending alot of time sitting in this chair. 

Colin B.
Loving this chair! My previous office chair was causing me terrible back pain and when I started using the GT Omega chair, I still had a sore back.  BUT... Within a few days it had completely gone! Such a comfortable chair to spend a full working day in. It's the right level of support for me. I like a firm chair, so it works perfectly for me.

Dean F.
Love it, excellent chair

Kirsten H.
Great chair, very comfortable and well made!

Andrei C.
Very good quality materials and feels amazing but would have been nice if it was just a little bigger

Mark W.
Awsome. Was worried about the angle of the side bolsters on seat but they're almost flat. Huge sitting area. Very comfortable. Easy to build. Looks great. 

Michael l.
Quality, easy to build and worth the price 

Tristan M.
Great chair, very comfortable 

matthew b.
This is a amazing chair with easy to asemmle parts, it only takes about 15min to put together and the chair is really nicely stitched. THE CHAIR IS SO COMFY 

wendy C.
It was for my grandson he chose it . 
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    Pay 3 instalments
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